September 28, 2022

Shocking Rise in Cancer Post-Covid

Covid shots began in December 2020. About five months later, cancer cases skyrocketed. Look at the chart embedded in this health freedom minute on our website. CDC data since 2014 shows a shocking rise starting in April 2021. Rates are about three times as high.

The rise is being reported, but the media are blaming air pollution, processed foods and even skin color. Pathologist Dr. Ryan Cole, who looks at 40,000 biopsies a year, reports an alarming rise in cancer diagnoses and an aggressive return of cancers that were in remission. He believes the shots may alter natural immune response. Try finding a doctor that won’t push you to get the shot at JointheWedge.com.


For a little Team Reality moment, Ethical Skeptic has been ringing the cancer alarm bell for months. Here’s his latest chart, using CDC data:
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